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Abstract 

This paper is about educational policy-making considerations that 
engage the emotional and intellectual energies of school administrators. 
Specifteally, this anicle uses a swimming pool water purification rnetaphor 
10 discuss how educationalleaders may sustain the ethical integrity oftheir 
professional policy-making. The rnetaphor is designed to enhance the read
er's appreciation of the ethical considerations undertaken by schoolleaders 
as they seek to sharpen the policy justifications that accompany their policy 
decisions. This metaphor extends beyond the rational-technicallimits ofmost 
filter rnetaphors to appreciate sorne of the more complex cultural variables 
inherent in school settings. 

Résumé 

Cet article pone sur les paramètres stratégiques de l'éducation qui 
engagent les énergies affectives et intellectuelles des administrateurs scolaires. 
En paniculier, l'auteur utilise la métaphore de la purification de l'eau d'une 
piscine pour analyser lafaçon dont les dirigeants scolaires peuvent assurer 
l'intégrité morale de leurs stratégies professionnelles. Cette métaphore 
cherche à mieux faire comprendre au lecteur les paramètres éthiques dont 
doivent tenir compte les dirigeants scolaires lorsqu'ils cherchent à aiguiser 
les justifications stratégiques qUI accompagnent leurs décisions. Cette 
métaphore dépasse les limites rationnelles-techniques de la plupan des 
métaphores "filtres" pour mieux faire comprendre ce naines des variables 
culturelles plus complexes inhérentes au milieu scolaire. 
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This article uses the metaphor of a swimming pool water purification 
process to discuss how educational leaders may ideally ensure that the 
integrity of their policy-making is maintained. The metaphor is designed to 
enhance the reader' s appreciation of the ethical considerations schoollead
ers may undertake as they seek to sharpen their policy justifications. This 
is an article that encourages the readers to use their moral imaginations and 
to be professionally and ethically idealistic as they strive to maintain their 
administrative integrities. 

Policy-making in the 1990s certainly engages the emotional and 
intellectual energies of school leaders. A number of recent writers have 
reminded those in the administrative fields of the importance of developing 
integrity-enhancing frameworks for the outworking of their leadership re
sponsibilities. For example, Sergiovanni (1992) contends that educators 
have commonly been preoccupied with authority derived from position, 
psychological manoeuvres, and rational-technical competencies. Perhaps, 
he suggests, an over-reliance on these sources of authority has mistakenly 
overlooked the salience of professional and moral authority in schoolleader 
deliberations. He says that there is a need to put the heart back into 
educational judgements. Senge (1990) discusses the need for executives 
working in learning organizations to master certain sets of personal disci
plines in order to deal with the tensions and conflicts of their circumstances. 
He proposes that leaders focus on their daily incongruities, integrate reason 
and intuition in their decision-making, and develop compassion and com
mitment to the whole of their stewardship. Vaill (1989) indicates that in a 
world that is uns table at every point, leaders need to habituate ways of 
working collectively, reflectively, and spiritually smarter (p. 29). These 
authors are representative of those advocating an approach to education al 
quandaries that is more inclusive of personal, professional, and ethical 
perspectives than have commonly been suggested. 

Pools and Schools: A Metaphor 

A few recent adventures to community swimming pools, with his 
three sons, have convinced the writer that many changes have taken place 
in these waterscapes during the last few decades. Swimming pools now 
have family change-rooms, water slides, brightly painted walls, hot tubs, 
tarzan-like swinging ropes, "zero-depth" water for tots, wave machines, and 
even kid-friendly climb-on-whales. When the "old lifeguard" imagines 
herself in the sandals of the teenage lifeguards, she nearly has "anxiety fits" 
over patron behaviour that wou Id never have been tolerated in "her day." 
These new swimming pools seem much more suited to fun and recreation 
than were the "lane swimming," "walk! -don't run!", and "no double
bouncing" versions of yesteryear. Anyone who has been "out of education" 
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for a few years migbt retum to observe that the educationscape has a1so 
experienced some radical changes. 

Rescue-buoy carrying lifeguards now seem much more willing than 
previous generations of lifeguards to let people monitor themselves. They 
seem more client-sensitive and more accommodating· of the chaos that 
accompanies contemporary fun-making. Lifeguards, it seems, bave relin
quished their peremptory control and bave taken a less conspicuous role in 
the poolside proceedings. B y way of contrast, it may be recalled that, in the 
past, swimmers were constantly reminded of the lifeguard's central and 
authoritative presence througb their blowing whistles or yelling CQDUD3Ilds 
at transgressors from their "high chair" perches. School leadership bas 
experienced some similar role transitions. The domineering leader perched 
higb on the school system hierarchy bas been ever more frequently observed 
to be descending to a place of service with, ratber than over, his or her 
constituents. 

Swimming pools with lifeguards and schools with educationallead
ers have much in common. This writer has chosen just one area of compari
son, using the swimming pool metaphor. More specifically the process of 
water maintenance describes and commends some idealistic etbical angles 
for educational leaders' use as they seek to sbarpen their policy-making 
within the complex and cbaotic environment of scbools. 

Leaders commonly affrrm their commitments to make positive con- . 
tributions within their scope and sphere of influence. They want to benefit 
those they bave agreed to serve. The challenges that beset, frostrate, and 
encumber the aspirations of educationalleaders go beyond unrealistic com
munit y expectations and admissions of leader fmitudes. This paper presup
poses that in areas where leaders have the political and technicallatitude to 
exercise choice, that sucb cboices should be characterized by a commitment 
to ethical perspectives as overriding considerations. AlI policy decisions 
related to persons are embedded with ethical imperatives and constraints. 
Where this is so, these ethical values must be consciously held as function
a1ly sovereign. Merely restricting oneself to external and superficial changes 
in leadership styles, exemplified by the old and new lifeguards, falls short 
of dealing with wbat Vaill (1989) calls the "permanent white water" (p. 2) 
of administrative life. Such minimalistic changes lack internai integrity and 
are legitimate objects for the imputations of hypocrisy and sententiousness. 
Virtuous administration requires more than cosmeticredress. 

Just lite the lifeguard who was observed listening to an irate parent, 
educational leaders continue to be involved in personal, professional, and 
ideological conflict resolution. Educationalleaders are called upon to deal 
with competing interests that require them to negotiate and mediate a whole 
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range of complex issues. Educationalleaders daily ask themselves: how do 
we bring resolution to these conflicts7 and how do we do this with integrity7 
This question couplet bas particular import for educational leaders who 
have been ordained, by some, as society' s "managers of virtue" (Tyack & 
Hansot, 1982). Strictly rational-technical responses seem inadequate and 
individual intuition or forms of survivalism seem undefendable. The best 
answers may not be found through sole reliance on political finesse, excel
lence in public relations, or astute marketing strategies. 

The waves of competing values, so often manifest in the educational 
environment, have resulted in an unusual thirst for integrity on the part of 
school leaders. Chewning (1984) comments that policy-makers need to 
realize that they are operating in an ethically schizophrenie society, one 
having the inability to develop an ethical consensus. In other words, the lack 
of consensus and, therefore, the strains on leader integrity are due to "newer 
value systems flooding in on top of an old ethic. The result is an ethical 
riptide" (pp. 1, 2). In this, educationalleadership may be unique amongst 
the administrative professions. Hodgkinson (1991) argues this point as 
follows: 

. . .educational administration is a special case within the general 
profession of administration. Its leaders find themselves in what might 
be called an arena of ethical excitement-{)ften politicized but always 
humane, always intimately connected to theevaluation of society .... [i]t 
embodies a heritage of value, on the one band, and is a massive industry 
on the other, in which social, economic, and political forces are locked 
together in a complex equilibrium of power. AlI of this calls for extra
ordinary value sensitivity on the part of educationalleaders. (p. 164) 

The work of an educationalleader, as that of the lifeguard, is char
acterized by constant surveillance and interaction with complex networks of 
ever-emerging and submerging relations. The authoritative roles of the 
educationalleader have changed in ways similar to the lifeguards, described 
earlier. Leaders are challenged with the task of fostering divergent activity 
on the surface while sustaining some deeply held, non-negotiable values 
and talcen-for-granted mandates. This is, in other words, a vocation bur
dened with the increasingly difficuIt work of alignment and attunement. 
How does one hold the retrospective standards and obligations together 
with the formai and informal prospective ''needs'' and expectations of those 
served7 People expect, idealistically, that educational executives be consist
ent, rational, passionate, and innovative in all their decision-making. Some
times these are conflicting expectations. The education al leaders' ability to 
get an intellectual and moral grip on ramifications from these notions will, 
in large measure, define their level of integrity. 
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Wben people go swimming they bave at least one common expecta
ûon: the swimming pool sbould be full of clean, sparlding and temperate 
water. The clarlty and the integrity of the water provide even the least 
discriminaûngpatron withthe basic criterion for differenûaûng a "goOO" 
swimming pool from a "lousy" one. After ail, wbat is a swimming pool 
without "goOO" water? One migbt even claim tbat "the better the water
the better the swimming pool." Clarlty and purity go together just as vision 
and virtue are companion attributes essenûal for sustained sucœss for the 
excellent scbool or scbool system leader. 

Put in the negaûve, the purposes of swimming pools are not primarily 
related to the storage of clean water anY more tban the purposes of scbools 
are related to being locaûons wbere integrity is to be kept. The pool without 
clean water and the scbool without integrity cannot properly fulml their 
primary purposes. Integrity is essenûal and instrumental for scbool effec
ûveness and improvement just as clean water is a meanS to certain aquaûc 
recreaûon ends. 

Assuming Responsibility for Integrity 

ln the swimming pool, if the turbidity (degree of clarity) binders a 
visual inspecûon of the pool bottom then the facility is sbut down-it is 
deemed unsafe for the patrons. Water clarity is monitored and scruûnized 
by both professional pool operators and the lay public. If the pool is unfit 
for swimming, people will obviously not be attracted to the pool's acûviûes 
and funcûons. The public trust is, in part, related to the ability and willing- . 
ness of scboolleaders to talce prior responsibility for the safeguarding of the 
best interests of their consûtuents. Educaûon8I leadersbip is to be proacûve 
in tbis regard. 

As educaûonal cboices sbift to become increasingly market-driven, 
and increasingly include the patrons' cboice of venue, educaûonalleaders 
will need to pay commensurate attenûon to the status of their insûtuûonal 
image. It is not only a matter of making rigbt or good judgements but one 
also must be seen to be making rigbt, good, and virtuous cboices. In 
educaûon, the essence of a scbool administraûon relates to the delegated 
stewardsbip of students to competent and carlng professionals. For this trust 
to be confmned and sustained, the "future generaûon" must be educated 
according to those values beld by the mandaûng society. As Foster (1988) 
says, educational leaders bave both inberited and cbosen the interesûng 
roles of "ensuring that scbooling preserves and communicates the values of 
society and yet also be on the forefront of educaûonal, social and tecbno
logical cbange" (p. 68). It is, therefore, important for the educaûonalleader 
to respond appropriately to the increasing external and public criûcism. 
Tbis pbenomenon is exemplified by the growing propensity of the public to 
both quesûon and inspect. This is in addiûon to the self-imposed profes-
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sional attitude of most educational leaders to maintain and display the 
integrity of their organizations. Leaders in the 1990s must be more prepared 
than ever to explain, simply and with consistency, their policy-making 
content and processes. This is to say nothing of the importance of inviting 
authentic constituent participation in the development of policy decisions. 
At a minimum, educational stakeholders want to know the thoughts and 
intents that underlie educative policy decisions and acts of implementation. 
It is no longer sufficient to be merely satisfied, personally, with a policy 
decision because it "sits weIl" with one's conscience or creates no imme
diate political waves. Times are changing! The public trust is no longer to 
be passively assumed. 

QuaIity Feedback as Integrity Sustained 

It is useful to be reminded of the three obtainable kinds of informa
tion with respect to the quality of the water in swimming pools. The frrst is 
normative information. This consists of the preferential or prescriptive 
feedback received from patrons. This information is subjective and enter
tains both non-neutral evaluations and sets of "ought tos." For example, a 
patron may indicate that "the water is. too cold" and so the "temperature 
ought to be adjusted upward" or the water "stings my eyes-you should do 
something about it." These types of assessments reflect patron's concems 
and present remedial prescriptions based on personal opinion(s). A second 
type of information is descriptive or factual. For example, throughout the 
day the pool temperature is taken and the water is chemically tested to 
determine the "pH" and chlorine levels. In addition, regular visual checks 
of the water, monitoring of pressure gauges and other such empirically
based aids are used to guide the necessary adjustments. The third kind of 
information considered is more analytic in nature. This type might, for 
example, include sending a water sample to a lab for analysis in order to 
develop answers as to why the water does or does not have the integrity 
desired. These are three sources of information that help ensure the quality 
of water and are likened to the three kinds of consideration used by leaders 
to sus tain their integrity. 

First, educational leaders often sense the expectation to "tom out" 
quick, normative decisions for every circumstance and problem. Much of 
the policy problem-setting in education today finds its source in preferential 
or prescriptive feedback from concemed or discontented stakeholders and 
from the professionalliterature. For example, Sergiovanni and Carver (1980) 
indicate that "[q]uestions of philosophy, ethics, and values have not been 
examined formally in educational administration with much intensity. Yet 
a vast normative literature does exist which tells administrators what they 
ought to do" (p. 312). Maintaining integrity is dependent, in part, on leaders 
facilitating, receiving and weighing this normative input. Next, with respect 
to the second kind of information necessary to sustain integrity, Bird and 
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Water (1989) have observed the "reluctance [of leaders] to describe their 
actions in moral terms even when they are acting for moral reasons" (p. 79). 
This indicates that leader integrity would be better sustained if policies were 
actually identified as ethical in nature. Leader vocabulary and administra
tive cultures would be benefited with the conscious and articulated inclu
sion of ethical assomptions and moral perspectives. Bird and Water provide 
a litany of symptoms accompanying the common "moral muteness" phe
nomenon: the aspersions of amorality from others, internal moral stress, the 
repression or neglect of moral issues, and a diminishing authority given to 
the persuasion of common moral sense and critical thinking. Integrity 
requires the willingness and competency of leaders to describe their policy
decision content and processes in ethical terms. Third, the swimming pool 
water purification process also illustrates how ethical considerations may be 
analyzed. To safeguard professional and organizational integrity leaders 
need, on occasion, to initiate consultation with others. Like the water sent 
to the lab, some policy challenges need the objective perspective of others. 
This analysis may be gamered through specific technical expertise or from 
the common sense consideration of those for whom the policy is highly 
relevant. Integrity is best sustained when leaders appreciate their own 
limitations and are willing to risk and respond to the analysis of others, from 
both within and beyond their immediate executive caucus. 

Howa Pool Filter Works 

Beyond the lay person's immediate purview and underiying the 
apparent surface chaos of swimming pool activities is a room full of pipes, 
machinery, and gauges called the "filtration room." The quality of a pool's 
water is directiy attributable to the sustained effectiveness of this room. The 
leader's analogous "filtration room" engages in the task of collecting and 

Pool (a)~ Hoir Catcher (b)~-------'t 

Chlorinator(g) .... III(E-- Heater {f) ..... tIII(li---

Coarse Gravel 
(c) 

Fine Gravel St 
CoarseSand 
(d) 

Fine Sand 
(e) 

Figure 1. Swimming Pool Filter System 
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screening data from the turbid events and problematic situations of everyday 
school activities. The integrity of the policy-decision process is dictated by the 
leader' s attention to sustaining the processes taking place in his/her "personal 
mtration room." 

The mter system used to depict a view of the leader' s deliberative 
processes is that of the sand and gravel variety. Simply stated, water is 
drawn from the pool into the fllter room, impurities are screened out, and 
the sanitized clean water is then directed back ioto the pool. The basic 
pathway of such a swimming pool filtration process is depicted in Figure 1, 

The water is pumped out of the pool (a), then strained by a haïr 
catcher (b). Next, the water proceeds tbrough the media screens of the filter 
(c-e). The water rust encounters the most porous filtration material (gravel) 
(c), then progresses, by gravit y or by pump pressure, through the flner 
screens of sand (e). The further the water goes in the mtrating process, the 
more carefully are the unwanted materials held back and "good water" 
conveyed ahead. After the water exits from the mter, it is heated (0, 
chlorinated, (g) and then propelled back into the swimming pool. This 
process is analogous to a process of policy-making that draws from the pool 
of human situations and events. The analogy is admittedly limited by the 
lineal sequence of the above description as compared to the nonlineal 
processes of everyday policy-making. Nevertheless, the following heuristic 
may cIarify the reflective components that help sustain integrity in policy
making deliberations. 

ProbIems/DiIemmas/....c:: >- Percepfual 
Situationsjlssues (a) - - Screens (b) ~ 

A ;:f (Initial) ... 

1 "" A ...!.l 
, l " 

, ,,' : Theorelical 
," : -=r Screens (c) 

" _ - -~ - (Rational) 
t;:" _---------- f 

ldeological - - - - - Preferential 
Screens(e) ~--------~ Screens(d) 
(Supra-rational) (Personal) 

Figure 2. Framework for Reftective Screens 
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Framework for Retlective Integrity Screens 

Conscious deliherations that lead to policy decisions, which are 
characterized by integrity, take the fonn of perceptuaI, theoreticaI, prefer
entiaI, and ideological reflections and occur in the context of the "private 
life-space" of the administrator. "Pure water" is not simply attained by 
adding more water but rather the designation of "pure" descrihes the water 
after impurities are removed or the water is sanitized. Integrity in policy
making is more likely to he ensured if comprehensive, reflective delihera
tion takes place. The "elements" or screens used in this reflective process 
are displayed in Figure 2. 

First, there are the initial screening processes (b) which are catego
rized under the perceptual screens. Nash (1981) lists three problem-setting 
questions for the initial examination of a policy decision: has the problem 
heen properly defined? how would the problem he defined from the "other 
side of the fence"? and how did the problem occur in the first place? (p. 43). 
One might also asle: who should take ownership of the problem? and is the 
"problem" really the problem? Beyond these questions schoolleaders are 
well-advised to detennine the level and nature of problems: is this problem 
societal, organizational, professional, educational, and personal in nature? 
These problems, in turn, insist that one ask: what does the larger community 
think and feel about this? what are the policies, the cultural values, and the 
taken-for-granted assumptions of my organization? as a professional and 
leader, what ethical, legal, or procedural considerations should he consid
ered? Sorne problems may need to be reframed or eliminated at this stage. 
This initial stage also holds back certain problems. This is the point at which 
leaders will rationalize, divert, or minimize certain problems to avoid the 
energy depleting rigours of continuing the deliberative process. An educa
tional executive's task, in any decision-process, is to differentiate items that 
are, from those that aren't, suitable for exposure to the subsequent screen
ing. Physical, economic, or technical restraints; the scope of responsibility; 
stakeholder priorities; preset plans; and other limiters will, in large part, 
control what can he considered legitimate subjects of further deliheration. 
Decisions may also he screened, at this point, based on their ease of 
resolution: by virtue of previous decisions, the dictates of time, the limits 
of one's mandate, or by their low priority ranking. Such problems are not 
generally "allowed" to progress to other discriminatory screens in the 
filtration process. 

Rational Screens Derived from Philosophy 

There are four theoretical screens (c) used to judge the ethicaI quality 
of decision alternatives and to comfort leaders with respect to the integrity 
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of their policy decisions. Administrators will be more likely to sustain their 
integrity if they deliberately use these sorts of ethical screens. No particular 
sequence is prescribed for these theoretical screens. The order of contact is 
likely to vary with particular problems, circumstances, and leaders. Prob
lems will occasionally flow quickly through certain rational screens and 
more slowly through other parts of the filtration process. Each policy 
decision and context will be unique. As leaders habituate the practice of 
using reflective templates and repeatedly confront similar policy challenges 
the processes will tend to MOye more quickly, perhaps more intuitively. 

Simply stated, problems and possible solutions are best screened 
through four grades of filter material: the character of the pers on making the 
decision or the virtue of the particular action; the retrospective obligations 
and legalities impinging on the problem; the prospective short and long
term consequences of the alternatives for action; and the relevant circum
stances that contextualize the particular event or situation. 

The l'irtue screen 

When faced with several conflicting choices, an administrator might 
attempt to filter out the inferior alternatives by asking the following types 
of questions: is this action inherently virtuous? what is the Most virtuous act 
one could do in these circumstances? does this behaviour present a conflict 
with some personal, professional, or organizational "nontransgressables"? 
within the bounds of what is virtuous, what are my options? This virtue 
orientation advocates the position that the ethical demands placed on edu
cational leaders ought to be grounded on positive character achievement, 
not merely on the avoidance of harmful acts. It might be held, for example, 
that acts of violence are wrong or not virtuous. The leader might then ask, 
do the solutions proposed, directly or indirectly, perpetrate a violence 
toward any person(s)? If yes, then such options are filtered out from one's 
set of ethical choices. But the leader would also ask, what act or policy 
decision would be beneficent? This screen represents an ethics of charac
ter. A reputation of moral excellence, as exemplified by such virtues as 
justice, temperance, prudence, courage, faith, hope, and love are to be 
expressed, cultivated, and habituated while nonvirtuous choices are to be 
avoided. 

The duty screen 

One might attempt to eliminate those options that are against one' s 
concept of dut Y to society, the organization, the profession, one's educa
tional mandate, or personal vocation. Leaders might ask the "Kantian ques
tion": would one act in this way with the knowledge that by doing so one 
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would be universally and unreservedly recommending this course of action 
to ail people? Kant (1983), as early as 1785, articulated this "categorical 
imperative" in a number of ways. Perhaps one of the most striking of these 
is contained in his formula that states that one "should act in such a way that 
you always treat humanity, whether in your own person or in the person of 
another, never simply as a means, but always as an end." Kant's notions of 
universality and respect for persons provide fiIter material with which to 
eliminate much· that would be undesirable in poIicy decisions. One also 
might ask legal and contractual type questions such as: would this poIicy 
decision withstand the scrutiny of the accepted social norms, institutional 
poIicies, professional codes of ethics, and the private moral standards of 
those involved, or has the leader or the organization any form of agreement 
that would obligate them to a particular course of action (Rawls, 1971; 
Nozick, 1974; Gauthier, 1986)? The leader may also ask: what is the right 
thing to do? Ross (1930) challenged his readers to act in a fashion consistent 
with prima facie or self-evident obligations derived from princip les such as 
promise-keeping, truth-teIIing, reparation, gratitude, justice, beneficence, 
self-improvement, and non-maleficence. When any of these principles are 
in conflict then the right thing to do will be rationally apparent as one 
endeavours to choose the right "actual dut y ." This screen represents an 
ethics of obligation. It seeks to do what is right according to social agree
ment, norms, or uni versaI principles that are independent of consequences. 
This ethic is the "deontological" screen, because of its attention to dut Y 
(deontos), and is retrospective in the sense that its force originates from 
historically or autonomously reasoned obligations. 

The consequence screen 

It is use fuI to project the immediate and long -term ends that foIlow 
a particular course of action by asking-what are the direct and indirect 
impacts resulting from this policy decision? are these the desired conse
quences? One might then compare the various alternatives using the same 
teleological criterion-what are the relative merits of one alternative's 
consequences over and against another? what is the best choice (for the 
most people and for leader)? The 19th century utilitarian, John Stuart Mill, 
would have the administrator ask-what action will promote the greatest 
happiness for the greatest number? The estimate of consequences often 
concerns the relative balancing of indivioual and common goods as weIl as 
the benefits and liabiIities incurred by a particular action. This screen 
represents an ethic of aspiration and responsibiIity. The screen is an 
aspirational one when the leaders consider the impact of certain choices on 
their professional or educative aspirations. The screen is one ofresponsibiI
ity when the leader reflects on the outcomes of various choices on stakeholder 
interests. 
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The circumslDnces screen 

Administrators need to be situation-sensitive. They must be able to 
read the contingencies built into each unique and complex policy decision. 
Just as the pool operator must know the particular demands of a swimming 
pool activity-calendar and the actual water conditions before intervening, 
similarly educationalleaders will ask, do the circumstances of this event, 
situation, or problem merit special consideration? does the time, context, 
personage, or any other set of variables bear on the policy decision to be 
made? how do the relative weights and ratios of these considerations im
pinge on my alternatives? This screen represents an ethics of contingency. 

These four screens, taken together and appropriately ordered by the 
administrator, will function to eliminate the less-than-desirable decision 
alternatives. The notion that policy alternatives need to P8;SS through all four 
areas is similar to Aquinas' concept of a four-way test for ethical behaviour. 
In his view, the decision must be ethically fit with respect to the act itself, 
the agent' s intention, the effect of the act, and the particular circumstances. 
Such screens provide strong rational guidance for clarifying and determin
ing what are the best courses of action as weil as justifying policy decisions. 

It has been shown that pool water needs to be continually revitalized 
and renewed. Ali the impurities are either "screened out" or "sanitized" to 
produce clear and healthy water. In educational administration the best 
policy decisions are those that purge the ethically unacceptable alternatives 
and embrace right, good, virtuous, and well-intended alternatives. As 
Josephson (1991) says, "[w]e don't need to change our personalities and 
values to be more ethical more often, we merely have to choose tobe more 
diligent about living up to our present values and highest aspirations" (p. 
Il). Such conscious choices, using personally developed but professionally 
defendable ethical templates, constitute a major challenge for educational 
leaders as they strive to sustain their integrity. In a recent study of senior 
education al leaders, Walker (1991) observed a high degree of consensus 
amongst educationalleaders with respect to a set of common ethical values. 
The professional group's core ethical values related to concepts such as 
caring/respect, fairness, professional conduct, resource stewardship, integ
rit y, loyalty, honesty, and citizenship. Il was considered an ethical misdeed 
to transgress in any one of these theme areas. Such misdeeds are usually 
self-evident at the very early stages of deliberation and may be eliminated, 
at these points, as decision-alternatives. However, pressures come to lead
ers when such core concepts are in conflict or where various interests are 
in competition. On these occasions leaders must be cognizant that they are 
now dealing with important quandaries or dilemmas that require something 
more than may be found in these four rational screens derived from moral 
philosophy. 
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Personal and Suprarational Screens 

Given the fragility of our limes and the high degree of trust delegated 
to educational professionals, it is imperative for us to engage not only in 
superficial rule-making (as in the days of the "old lifeguardlleader") and 
rational analysis but to also extend ethical deliberation into other domains 
of consideration. Leadership with sustaining integrity considers both ra
tional and suprarational reflections. The heater ("f' in Figure 1) and thé 
chlorinator ("g" in Figure 1) in a swimming pool purification process are 
akin to the "heart" functions of a leader's deliberative process. Whereas 
earlier screening encompassed the rational aspects of policy decisions, 
policies of integrity are those made with both head and heart. There are two 
parts of the leader's anatomy concemed, figuratively, with policy-making 
once the problem(s) and question(s) have been identified and selected: the 
head and the heart. We have already considered the rational or head
oriented activity (Figure 2, theoretical screens). At this point, we will 
review the personal and supra-rational or heart-oriented aspects of the 
process. These are characterized by the preferential (d) and ideological (e) 
screens (in Figure 2). 

The heater is within the adjustive control of the pool operator just as 
the disposition of a leader' s attitude is only a choice away. There are many 
contending factors controlling the water temperature in the pool. The tem
perature of several hundred thousand litres of water changes very slowly, 
yet the process of change begins with the momentary decision and a flict 
of a switch. Water temperature is an example of a normatively relative 
condition. If the air is cool, the water will feel warm and vice versa. Some 
lite it hot, some lite it cold. "Hot" to some is "cold" to others. When 
making tough choices, leaders must figure out the most appropriate "tem
perature level" based on feedback received from the stakeholders, and 
adjust according to their professional, but subjective, weighing of the situ
ation. The use of this metaphor illustrates the difference between nonmoral 
values and moral values. Water temperature is a nonmoral value. While the 
temperature may be tested, there will he varying views conceming the 
"best", the "right", or the "good" temperature. One would have a difficult 
lime objectively defending any particular dictate with respect to the "per
feet" temperature. This is an issue of preference. A leader will find it helpful 
to adopt an attitude that differentiates between moral and nonmoral values, 
that recognizes that nonmoral values may be compromised, and that diver
sity of opinion on such values ought to be tolerated, perhaps even encour
aged. These nonmoral issues should not be allowed to become moral issues 
nor should they degenerate into sources of dogmatism. The leaders' atti
tudes toward particular persons, programs, or personal values should be 
subjeet to self-appraisal. The leaders might examine their own heart for 
bias, guile, ethnocentricity, or distortion. Preferences are important, and 
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even valuable, in the deliberative process but they should be given only 
their due weight. 

The chlorination aspect of the swimming pool purification process 
has received a lot of bad press. For example, when ones' eyes hort or when 
one smells the pungent odour of ammonia in the pool air, the common 
explanation is that "there is too much chlorine in the water!" This is not so. 
In fact, such complaints are more likely to be indicative of just the opposite 
explanation. The writer would liken the chlorine in the swimming pools to 
the invisible dynamic that deliberately operates within and through admin
istrators during their professional policy-development processes. This is an 
ideological phenomenon. Many refer to this dynamic in terms of intuition, 
some relate to the notion of conscience, and others profess to the experience 
of a Divine resource or relationship as their sources of ideological consid
eration. This mysterious and inconspicuous element is beyond rational 
explanation but is, nonetheless, integral to oUr handIing of the complexities 
of educationalleadership. In educationalleadership, one may have the best 
"caretakers", the finest "hair strainers", and most sophisticated analytic 
abilities in the most congeniaI setting but unless this supematural or 
suprarational dynamic is present in one's deliberations then the process is 
not complete. Without chlorine the process simply recirculates dangerous 
and infectious materiaI. Unless a leader's policy-making is permeated by, 
and consistent with, an ideological dynamic then true integrity will never be 
sustained by that leader. Neither the preferential nor the ideological screens 
are easily justified to others, but they are present and compelling factors in 
one's policy-making. 

Participation and Timing 

In addition to reviewing the elements of a reflective framework, it is 
important that integrity-sustaining templates consider participation by oth
ers, timing, the reality of conflict, and the necessity of renewal. Each day 
the swimming pool system recirculates the entire volume of pool water 
between six and eight times. These multiple cycles of the filtration process 
are analogous to a leader building internal and extemal consensus and to 
"talking oneself into confidence" (as the water moves through the filter 
system and back into the swimming pool, an opportunity is provided to 
"try" the water' s treatment). The educationalleadermay, after the described 
screening(s), choose to test the decision. The purpose of testing is to receive 
critical input, evaIuation, and exposure. The leader does this by inviting 
participation in the policy-decision processes. It is understood that the 
"wise" or prudent leader considers the input of others through the entire 
policy-making process but here a conscious effort to solicit feedback is 
suggested. This tentative exposure of decisions, for response, is instrumen
tal to the sustained integrity of leaders and their organizations. 
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Administrators become more confident as options are weigbed and 
scrutinized by others and as they test their justifications. Knowing when and 
where to send problems for testing is an important ability for an educational 
administrator. This ability requires that the leader be in touch with the 
perspectives, norms, and reactions of her constituents. The more thorough 
the process, the more diffuse is the rist of dissent, and the more legitimate 
is a particular course of action in the view of others. Time, however, is a 
luxury rare to many "real world" policy-decision contexts. Experienced 
leaders will know when to move from reflection to inviting participation to 
maldng final decisions and undertaking action. Leaders commonly must 
decide and act with what seems to be less-than-perfect grounds. This is 
where courage, in times of uncertainty, is so often manifest. 

Conflict Tolerance 

A word about the open dynamics of a filter may be instructive. 
Filtration usually takes place under pressure. Gravit y , suction pumps, and 
centrifugal force all contribute to the movement of water through the filter. 
The human propensity that desires quict resolution to conflict and values
reductivist simplicity, with respect to policy issues, is often professionally 
and organizationally dysfunctional. Failure to impel policy decisions through 
reflective screens tends to trivialize and subvert integrity. One might easily 
appreciate how the sheer weight and gravit y of problem situations drive one 
to "handle" issues in a reactive mode. Such a mode seeks immediate order 
but the preferred orientation indicated here is that practitioners are, more 
ideally, to be reflective and contemplative in their responses to policy 
challenges. One must also take into account the predetermined and engi
neered pressure within the school culture that tends to draw problems 
artificially and inappropriately through the process. This centrifugal pres
sure reminds us to recognize the political dynamics of personal agenda, 
common-good goals, and periodic self-centeredness in policy-making. Each 
of these notions is weIl considered under the large meta-ethical constructs 
of accountability and responsibility. 

At the microscopie level, impurities are carried by the water through 
the filter system in entirely unique pathways. Former filter metaphors have 
advocated a single passage or highly structured "systems approach" to 
policy-maldng. If the patterns of flow for all the particles of dirt were 
predetermined, via well-wom passageways, then the essential dynamics of 
filtration would be frustrated. A condition of nonresistance or nonscrutiny 
in any filtration process betrays the basic, functional principles of a filter. 
Likewise, the hUQl3ll propensity to hyper-functionalize, codify, and "stream
line" policy-maldng is oCten inappropriate as one deals with the complexi
ties of everyday school administration. Some leaders attempt to avoid 
conflict by means of over-engineering their deliberations; however, values-
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oriented policies are not easily subjected to con crete, sequential analysis. 
The presence and importance of conflict must he acknowledged. This does 
not imply that the leader' s position should he characterized by ethical 
relativism. Neither complexity nor diversity automatically equate to relativ
ism. Ethical relativism presupposes that one decision is ultimately as good 
as the next. Such positions require our more critical and substantive analy
ses. Administrators must discover and maintain filter systems that serve 
them, and in turn their stewardship, in a manner both independent from but 
considerate of the complexities of the educational context and various 
ethical conflicts. The diversity of world views and rationalities that generate 
these ethical conflicts will continue to come and go as they contest for 
preeminence (MacIntyre, 1988). Leaders need to embrace, and then inter
nalize, dynamic and flexible deliherative processes that are sustained by 
universal principles. Only then will leaders consistently engage in educa
tional judgements with a realistic sense of external and internal confidence. 

The Necessity or RenewaJ 

From time to time the swimming pool operators will engage in a 
procedure they calI "backwashing." The usual direction of water flow is 
reversed so that all the sediment· collected by the filter screens is washed 
down the drain. This procedure is undertaken when the ability of the filter 
system to pass water through the screens is impeded. The pressure inside the 
filter builds to the point that the system must he refreshed. This process gets 
rid of the sludge accumulated from past filtering efforts-it provides for a 
new start. Fresh water replaces water lost to the drain. The turn-over of 
water adds to a revitalizing of the process and prevents stagnation. So, too, 
the school administrator must know when to jettison the residual problems 
and perceptions that tend to impede the progress of day-to-day policy
mating efforts. 

The restoration of professional and vocational passion that values 
mating a positive difference bas the prerequisite of righting imbalances by 
off-Ioading bedraggling influences and gamering new resources to one's 
situation. Besides these periodic backwashes, most swimming pools shut 
down for seasonal maintenance-providing a time to recuperate from the 
wear and tear of the past season of use. The filter system and those who 
operate it need periodic rest and times for m~or repaie and reflection. While 
operators recommend that the continuous, twenty-four hours-a-day ap
proach to water filtration is the key to its success, the system does need 
periodic and extended breaks. So it is with the leader. There is much that 
might he afftrmed in the leader's giving priority to times of rest and 
reflection. Just as swimming pools have daily and seasonal "peak" and 
"slack" times so also do educational settings and so should administrators. 
Il is during these less demanding times, that one can catch up, reorient 
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attention, and recreate. Unfortunately, the phenomenon of "less demanding 
times" is becoming a rare commodity. This makes occasional separation 
from the day to day pressures of educationalleadership responsibilities ail 
the more important. 

At the other extreme, if a pool operator were to tom the filtration 
process off until the weekend and then try to work ail the dirty waters 
through the system in a forty-eight hour period, the potential effect would 
be both inferior water and a system overload. The "saved-up impurities" 
would soon clog up the system and overtax the energy-giving pomps. 
Leaders may occasionally benefit from the reminder that they should work 
to habituate a pattern ofreflection in continuous, everyday work-life instead 
of storing up, through procrastination or denial, ail their integrity sustaining 
policy decisions. 

Conclusion' 

Swimming pools have responded to the changing social expectations. 
They have not merely added more role signage, increased the lifeguard to 
patron ratios, or restricted the swimmers to more uniform behaviour pat
terns. Instead, they have relied on the well-considered attributes of their 
filtration processes to ensure the maintenance of the basic water quality. 
Pool operators have established the simple virtues of water clarity and 
purity as their most highly sustained priorities. Educational leaders face 
some enormously complex issues and dilemmas. Chewning (1984) argues 
that leaders "must grasp the significance of the fact that their decisions 
make them de facto "prof essors of moral philosophy". That their impact
laden decisions and actions automatically embody a set of ethical values 
which may come into conflict with those held by many other people" (p. 2). 
School leaders require particular ethical cognitions, skills, and attitudes. 
They need vision and virtue to sustain the confidence of the public and to 
proceed with personal and professional confidence in their policy-making. 
The traditional linear, value-free, and incremental policy-making models 
are inadequate for some of the issues and dilemmas confronting educational 
leaders in the 1990s. 

This filter system metaphor serves as a reminder to practitioners that 
they need to become increasingly more ethically reflective and comprehen
sive in their policy-making. Policy-making characterized by integrity is 
both a rational and supra-rational process consisting of moment-by-moment 
choices. There are two broad aspects of this process: one must fmt discern 
and eliminate unethical alternatives and then, secondly, develop and select 
the best of ethical options. Striving for integrity in policy-making consists 
of both the avoidance of wrongdoing and the activity of embracing right
doing. The renewed educational leader who habituates the practices of 
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multiple-screening and who appreciates the necessities of suprarational 
considerations, participation, timing, and conflict will ultimately be in the 
best position to sustain the public trust. Such educational administrators 
have a greater likelihood of being imputed with a reputation of possessing 
authentic integrity. This article encourages a combining of critical, common 
sense, intuitive, and idealistic kinds of considerations into the policy-mak
ing templates of leaders. It has been contended that well-considered policy 
decisions are amongst the most important contributions educationalleaders 
can ever make to the ongoing integrity of their professional and educational 
communities. 
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